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Oggetto: bando di ammissione al corso di perfezionamento “Master in High 

performance Computing” aa 2022/2023 

 

IL DIRETTORE 

 

VISTO l’art. 1, comma 5 dello Statuto della Scuola pubblicato sulla G.U. n.36 

del 13.02.2012; 

CONSIDERATO che la Scuola intende attivare anche per l’anno accademico 

2022/2023 il corso di perfezionamento “Master in High Performance 

Computing”; 

VISTA  la delibera del Consiglio del Laboratorio Interdisciplinare per le Scienze 

Naturali ed Umanistiche del 14.03.2022; 

APPURATA la necessità di provvedere; 

 

DECRETA 

 

Art. 1 di indire, per l’anno accademico 2022/23, il concorso per titoli, esami e 

colloquio per l’ammissione al corso di perfezionamento “Master in High 

Performance Computing” gestito dal Laboratorio Interdisciplinare per le Scienze 

Naturali ed Umanistiche della Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati di 

Trieste; 

 

Art. 2  che i requisiti di ammissione, i tempi e le modalità di espletamento delle 

procedure concorsuali sono specificati nell’allegato bando di concorso che 

costituisce parte integrante del presente decreto. 

 

 

 
 IL DIRETTORE 
 prof. Andrea Romanino 
 f.to digitalmente 

 

/cp 
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High Level Education in High Performance Computing: MHPC. 

Application Call 2022 - 2023 

 

SISSA and ICTP promote a 12 months education program in High Performance computing. 
The program spans the academic year 2022-2023, starting from September 12, 2022. 
Short description 
The specialization course (Corso di Perfezionamento) Master in High Performance Computing 
(MHPC) hosted and organized by SISSA (International School for Advanced Studies) and 
ICTP (Abdus Salam International center for theoretical physics), is an innovative degree 
program devoted to training students in the booming field of HPC. SISSA and ICTP are well-
known first rank institutions in applied and theoretical mathematics and physics. 
MHPC is an innovative educational program, that trains scientists and professionals in modern 
computational technologies. MHPC trains students in taking the right decision with the right 
tools for each computational problem. Students that complete the Master have a solid 
background in scientific computing approaches, algorithms, and modeling. 
The program combines lectures with hands-on tutorials. Tutorial sessions are strongly 
application-oriented, and a final thesis defense completes the program. 
Courses 
Courses are organized in full-day programs which include active lectures during the morning 
and practice hands-on tutorials during the afternoon. They are held by internationally 
renowned scientists. Tutorial sessions are strongly application-oriented and will be used to 
assess the learning process. 
PART I, HPC Concepts and Programming: ~5 months 
Advanced and parallel programming, software design and management, numerical analysis, 
data management, computer hardware and administration. 

• 1.1 Scientific programming environment 

• 1.2 Introduction to Computer Architectures for HPC 

• 1.3 Introduction to Parallel Programming 

• 1.4 Advanced Programming 

• 1.5 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 

• 1.6 High Performance Computing Technology 

• 1.7 Scientific data management 

• 1.8 Advanced Linear Algebra Libraries and Accelerators 

• 1.9 Best Practices in Scientific Computing 
PART II, HPC Algorithms for Science and Technology: ~1 months 
The second part of the master is devoted to implement HPC strategies in non standard 
scientific and industrial applications. This part is composed by one mandatory course and 
other optional courses for at least 16 CFUs (for a total duration of at least one month of courses. 
4 CFUs correspond approximately to a one-week course). Optional courses will be activated 
only if a sufficient number of students will be attending. The second part is spread from 
February to June included. As an example of the course list of the second part, we report 
some of the courses of the previous editions: 

• Data Structures & Sorting and Searching (mandatory) 

• Electronic structure: from blackboard to source code (2 CFU) 

• Advanced Computer Architectures & Optimizations (4 CFU) 

• The Finite Element Method Using deal.II (4 CFU) 

• Reduced Basis Methods (4 CFU) 

• Fast Fourier Transforms in Parallel and Multiple Dimensions (4 CFU) 

• Monte Carlo methods (4 CFU) 

• Supervised Machine Learning (2 CFU) 

• Unsupervised Machine Learning (2 CFU) 
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• Supervised Machine Learning applied to text analytics (2 CFU) 

• Reinforced Learning (4 CFU) 

• Deep Learning (4 CFU) 

• Approximation and interpolation of simple and complex functions (2 CFU) 

• Spatial locality algorithms (2 CFU) 

• Lattice Boltzmann (2 CFU) 

• Molecular dynamics (2 CFU) 
PART III, HPC Thesis development: 6 months 
During the last period of the master, students will develop a technically and scientifically 
challenging project in collaboration with an on-going research team and/or an industrial partner. 
In their projects, students apply the skills developed in the previous sections of the program. 
Project proposals must be submitted to and accepted by a committee and must be overseen 
by a qualified adviser. The project should not last more than nine months and should then be 
reported in a written thesis. The thesis development may overlap with the second part of the 
courses. During the thesis project, students may be supported by fellowships from sponsoring 
institutions or industrial partners. A thesis defense completes the program. 
Fees 
The MHPC fee is € 7.000,00.-. Non-EU applicants who require a VISA may need to provide 
proof of financial coverage for the master fee and for the living expenses during the entire 
duration of the master course. MHPC does not provide any financial coverage. Any 
agreement with external financial institutions or contributed company must be undertaken by 
the candidates themselves before the deadline of the MHPC applications (see www.mhpc.it 
for available scholarships or contributions). 
External support for students from developing countries 
ICTP offers every year a variable number of scholarships for applicants from developing 
countries, covering the MHPC fees as well as the cost of living expenses. The deadline for the 
applications for these scholarships is typically at the end of march (much earlier than the 
deadline for the application to MHPC itself), due to time restrictions in the VISA request 
procedures. Please consult the website www.mhpc.it for the exact deadlines for these 
scholarships. The scholarships are provided by ICTP (not by MHPC), and winners are 
automatically admitted to MHPC. 
Support for SISSA PhD students and former SISSA PhD students 
SISSA waves the fee of MHPC to its PhD students who are enrolled on one of its PhD courses 
on the date of the official start of MHPC classes, and to former students who have obtained their 
doctorate no more than 12 months before the start date of the lessons and that are currently 
unemployed, for a maximum of six exemptions. The exemption is granted to the first three PhD 
students and to the first three former PhD students that are admitted to the Master, according to 
the ranking of the admission. 
Should the number of admitted students or former students be less than three, the exemptions 
not enjoyed by one of the two categories will be transferred to the other. 
Beneficiaries of the exemption are required to complete the training course, under penalty of 
paying € 1.000,00.-. to SISSA, as a contribution to the training costs. 
If the beneficiary of an exemption is awarded a scholarship that also includes a contribution 
for the fees (see next section), the benefit of the exemption is withdrawn and the student is 
required to pay the balance of the entire fee for participation in MHPC. 
SISSA PhD students are encouraged to enroll in MHPC during their second to fourth year of 
the PhD. If they result among the admitted MHPC students, they must obtain a nulla osta from 
their advisors and from the “collegio dei docenti” of their PhD. SISSA PhD scholarships are 
not compatible with other scholarships, and cannot be cumulated. 
External scholarships 
Other research institutes as well as private companies and industries may offer scholarships 
to cover the fee of the master and/or partial/full living expenses. All of these scholarships will 
be advertised on the website www.mhpc.it, and will have their own deadlines and conditions. 

http://www.mhpc.it/
http://www.mhpc.itf/
http://www.mhpc.it/
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These are independent with respect to the MHPC application and deadline, and 
application/admission to these scholarships will not imply application/admission to MHPC, 
which must be actuated separately. The only exception to this rule is given by winners of ICTP 
scholarships for developing countries, who are granted admission to MHPC. 
Prerequisites 
MHPC is accessible by Italian students graduated with “laurea magistrale (D.M. 270/2004)” 
and “laurea Vecchio Ordinamento (L. 341/1990)”. International applicants with a Bachelor, 
Master, or Doctoral degree are welcome to apply. 
Application Procedure 
The application procedure is available online at www.mhpc.it . The deadline for the 
applications is set to July 12th, 2022 at 11:59 am. 
Evaluation Procedure 
Online applications will be evaluated mostly on the applicant curriculum. A short phone or 
online interview may be required. Admitted applicants from non-EU countries must be able to 
complete any required VISA procedures before the start of the courses (September 12th, 
2022). 
 
MASTER IN HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING 
Via Bonomea, 265 - 34136 Trieste - Tel. +39 040 3787 479; e-mail: info@mhpc.it 
Italian privacy disclaimer: 
Ai sensi del decreto legislativo 196/2003 e s.m.i., i dati personali saranno trattati per le finalità del 
concorso. Ai sensi del Regolamento (UE) 2016/679 “Regolamento Generale sulla Protezione dei Dati” 
(GDPR), delle disposizioni del D.Lgs.196/2003 “Codice in materia di protezione dei dati personali”, e 
delle modifiche apportate dal D.Lgs. 101/2018, si informa che tutti i dati conferiti alla SISSA, per le finalità 
connesse e strumentali al suddetto bando, saranno trattati anche con strumenti informatici, adottando le 
misure idonee a garantire la sicurezza e la riservatezza, nel rispetto della normativa sopra richiamata. 
Le informazioni riguardanti il trattamento dei dati sono reperibili al seguente indirizzo: 
http://www.sissa.it/it/privacy. Ai sensi dell’Art. 5 del GDPR i dati personali saranno trattati secondo i 
principi di liceità, correttezza e trasparenza. Dovranno essere adeguati, pertinenti e limitati a quanto 
necessario rispetto le finalità per le quali sono trattati. Compilando e inviando la domanda di 
partecipazione al bando, i candidati acconsentono all’elaborazione dei propri dati personali per gli scopi 
e le condizioni incluse in questa pagina. 

 
 SISSA Director ILAS Director 
 Andrea ROMANINO Andrea GAMBASSI 

 

http://www.mhpc.it/
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